Enjoy Smooth Sailing on Your Voyage
to the Cloud with SAP® Services
When it comes to new business software, nothing beats the speed of cloud deployments.
But without the right mix of expertise, governance, and capabilities to guide the way, many
companies encounter rough waters that can knock them oﬀ course. For smoother sailing on
your voyage to the cloud, let the SAP® Services organization light your way with expert strategy
development, road mapping, implementation support, governance, and quality assurance
services that are proven to deliver the outcomes you expect.
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Cloud solution ﬁt analysis
Strategy, direction, and
readiness preparation
How do you prepare for your
voyage to the cloud? We can help
you navigate the waters ahead with
our cloud advisory and strategy
(CAS) service for SAP solutions.
The CAS service includes a strategic review of your cloud readiness
and an individualized cloud road
map with supporting business
scenarios. This road map enables
you to align resources, prepare
the organization for adoption,
and achieve success during your
transformation into a cloud
service—based enterprise.

Once your course is set for any given project during your voyage
to the cloud, how can you help ensure the best possible outcomes? This is where project design matters most. SAP Services
provides lean methods, safeguarding with an eye on critical
issues such as integration and data migration, and advice on the
best mix of cloud and on-premise solutions that ﬁts your needs.

A STRATEGY THAT WORKS
Cloud adoption requires strategic
thinking and the ability to execute with
eﬃciency. From charting your course
to going live from project to project,
our proven cloud advisory strategy
services help both you and your
organization plan, chart, and move
forward with conﬁdence – allowing you
to reap the rewards of cloud computing.

Cloud governance
As you navigate your way to the
cloud, how do you know when
you’re prepared to launch a
speciﬁc project? Experts from
SAP can get you moving forward
with conﬁdence by helping
you set up individual projects,
validate their proposed scope,
and implement a proper governance structure.

Set your sails for greater cloud project success.

Cloud architecture
design
Before you embark on the high
seas, do you know if your voyage
to the cloud will proceed as
intended? To help ensure the success of each step, SAP Services
can review your architectural
options based on your strategic
direction. We oﬀer advice on the
right platform and solution mix
and the best way to transition
them to operational and support
teams with changed capabilities.

To learn how SAP Services can help you succeed with expert cloud advisory and implementation
services that safeguard your voyage to the cloud, contact your SAP representative or visit us online at
http://www.sap.com/services-support/svc/cloud-services-consulting.html.
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